
The Theory of Creativity –
A One Day Crash Course in Innovation

The days of iterating to achieve quarterly results are over. With the level of disruption in the marketplace it 
is now “disrupt or die” for many legacy brands. Everyone wants innovation but no one has made it tangible 
- until now. Leaning on 25 years with Disney - most recently as Head of innovation and Creativity, - Duncan 
Wardle has founded iD8&innov8 in order to help companies embed innovation into everyone’s DNA.  He has 
created a unique Design Thinking Tool Kit that makes creativity tangible, innovation easy and the process 
fun. 

The Design Thinking Tool kit teaches companies how to change their culture by creating something ev-
eryone wants to use to Think Different.  New ideas and approaches enables them to develop Revolutionary 
ideas that drive REAL business results because they are embedded in Consumer Truth.

The one day Workshop teaches shows teams how to create an “innovation light switch” within their orga-
nization. One that can be turned on at any moment to access creative problem solving and innovative new 
ideas. 

Specifically designed to address the 5 biggest obstacles to innovation and creativity in the workplace, work-
shop participants aren’t just told what needs to be done… they are given the chance to actually do. People 
learn by doing not by listening! Participants take on a challenge using core Design Thinking principles to 
help them Think Different, and they then deliver innovative ideas that are embedded in core consumer 
truths, resulting in significant business results.

Can You Really Have Great Ideas “On-Demand”?

Do you ever wonder why most of your best ideas come to you in the shower, on the commute, while falling 
asleep, or some other such place? Have you ever pitched a new idea, only to watch it get diluted or killed 
as it moves through the processes? Have you ever wondered how Walt Disney came up with the idea for a 
Disneyland or how Netflix completely revolutionized the movie rental industry? 
 
In his over 25-year career at the world’s most innovative organization – The Walt Disney Company – Duncan 
Wardle learned many important things about building a profitable business and winning creative culture. 
The most important? If you want to be different, you have to think different.



Throughout the Innovation workshop, Duncan will give each participant a unique set of Innovation Tools 
and Techniques – one’s honed on his time at Disney as Head of Innovation and Creativity. The same tools kit 
that he uses today to teach innovation at companies like Apple, Amazon and universities like Yale and UNC. 

After this immersive course from Duncan, your organization’s ability to mine for creativity and innovation 
will be drastically improved. Each participant will leave with an actionable set of Creative Behaviors and 
Innovation Tools that will immediately foster a culture of innovation and creativity in your company. These 
behaviors and tools include:

CREATIVE BEHAVIORS

 ▶    Nurturing – How to grow an idea collaboratively so it becomes “our  
    idea” vs “my idea” 

 ▶    Playfulness – How to get into the right state of mind required for  
    innovation and creativity at work

 ▶    Signaling – How to set teams up for success by creating the right  
    environment for ideation

 ▶    Instinct – How to dial-up empathy for the consumer, ensuring all  
    the ideas are embedded in “Consumer Truth”

 ▶    Mindfulness – How to give yourself time to think, allowing you to  
    move between your conscious and unconscious brain

 ▶    Curiosity – How to leverage the importance of unplanned
    collaboration and find new stimulus to drive new ideas

 ▶    Prototyping – How to bring an idea to life
 ▶    Bravery – How to use tools to create a culture of smart risk takers

 
INNOVATION TOOLS

 ▶ What if? - by asking What If the Rules didn’t apply, learn how
        you can get out of your River of Expertise and think differently by      
       challenging sacred cows.
 ▶ Where Else? - looking around the world of innovation to see   

where else your challenge has already been solved and
       borrowing back the underlying principles to help solve your 
       challenge. 
 ▶ Who Else? - using different perspectives to come at your

       challenge from a completely different point of view.
 ▶ How Else? - rewording your challenge to get people’s minds to a  

different place. 
 ▶ What Happens? - if you take a completely random piece of

       stimulus and force a connection back to your challenge?
 ▶ Storyboard - here the participants will learn how to land a

       complete idea that engages both introverts and extroverts. 
 ▶ Naive Experts - leverages the brain power of the most unlikely sources to get you out of your “River of 

Expertise” to come up with new and unique ideas



WWW.DUNCANWARDLE.COM

LET’S CONNECT ON SOCIAL

If we haven’t already I invite you to connect
with me on social:
  
  @Duncanjwardle

Armed with these creative behaviors and innovation tools, your organization will see immediate changes 
in your culture, and will be empowered to develop innovative, disruptive new ideas and solutions that will 
provide lasting, tangible benefits to your business for years to come.

DELIVERABLES 

 ▶ Each participant will learn how to use 8 Creative Behaviors.
 ▶ The team will learn how to transfer the power of “my idea” to “our idea”, accelerating the opportunity to 

actually get it done.
 ▶ The workshop is designed to engage both introverts & extroverts, and the three styles of learning.
 ▶ The participants will learn how to gather consumer insights for innovation by looking in new and unusu-

al places (often where their competition isn’t looking).
 ▶ The workshop will cover the 5 Lateral Thinking Tools that help get people out of their “river of thinking” 

(their personal expertise), and allow them to innovate.
 ▶ Everyone will have a common language around Innovation & Creativity.
 ▶ The participants will learn how to use powerful storytelling techniques to convey ideas.

Each attendee will also receive an Innovation Toolkit, immediately equipping them to step out of their River 
of Thinking so that they can provide fresh thinking and new approaches to problem solving.
 


